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 and sme ti -C  phases were investigated by
Thin free-standing lms of a ompound with the sme ti -CA
 C  A
means of depolarized mi ros opy and opti al ree tivity. In thin lms, the sme ti phase sequen e CA
is repla ed by a series of temperature- and eld-indu ed transitions into states with the oplanar orientation of
mole ular tilt planes. Transitions are a ompanied by a hange of the dire tion of the ele tri polarization with
respe t to the tilt plane of mole ules. The oplanar stru ture of these states is onsistent with the Ising model.
PACS: 61.30.Eb, 64.70.Md, 68.10.Cr

1. INTRODUCTION

The syn lini sme ti -C phase (SmC ) and the anti lini sme ti -CA phase (SmCA ) are the fundamental mesophases with uid layers that are observed
in rod-like mole ular systems. When the onstituent
mole ules render the system hiral, the respe tive
phases are denoted as SmC  and SmCA and be ome
ferroele tri , with the spontaneous polarization perpendi ular to the tilt plane, and antiferroele tri [1
5℄. The lo ally averaged mole ular tilt dire tion, alled
the dire tor, is spe ied by the polar angle  and the
azimuthal angle  in the liquid rystal frame of referen e with the z axis along the sme ti layer normal.
In the bulk sample, the tilt angle  is onstant at a
given temperature. Chirality leads to the formation of
a heli oidal stru ture,  = 2z=p, where p is the helioidal pit h. Be ause p is su iently larger than the
sme ti layer spa ing d in general, the azimuthal angle dieren e between adja ent layers is  ' 0Æ in
* E-mail: pauldolissp.a .ru

SmC  and  ' 180Æ in SmCA ; the respe tive phases
therefore remain pra ti ally syn lini and anti lini . In
other words, the ordinary hiral intermole ular intera tion is weak. The mole ular origin of the syn lini and
anti lini ordering in SmC and SmCA has been studied
in detail [6, 7℄. It is on luded that the onventional
dispersion and steri intera tions stabilize SmC and
SmC  , while the orientational orrelations of transverse
dipoles in adja ent layers a tually promote SmCA and
SmCA . We note that these short-range intera tions and
orrelations are not sensitive to the mole ular hirality
and favor the oplanar syn lini or anti lini stru ture.
The transition between syn lini ferroele tri SmC 
and anti lini antiferroele tri SmCA is of the rst
order. In many materials, a sequen e of polar subphases with periods onsisting of more than two layers are formed between SmC  and SmCA . In this
narrow temperature interval, the system is frustrated
and both phase stru tures have nearly the same energy; the subphases must therefore be stabilized by
some relatively weak additional fa tors [7℄. Isozaki
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et al. [8, 9℄ systemati ally investigated the ele tri eldtemperature (E T ) phase diagram in several ompounds and mixtures [58; 10℄. They onrmed that
at least ve subphases an exist between SmCA and
SmC  and the additional one, denoted as SmC  , just
below SmA on the high-temperature side of SmC  , suggesting that the subphases between SmCA and SmC 
onsitute a part of a devil's stair ase formed by frustration between ferro- and antiferroele tri ity. Moreover, it was noti ed by Takanishi et al., and Hiraoka
et al. [1115℄ that SmC  itself is not a simple single
phase but an onstitute another devil's stair ase [16℄
where the ferroele tri SmC  and/or antiferroele tri
SmCA soft mode u tuations play an important role
be ause of the extremely small tilt angle. Sophisti ated
experimental te hniques, su h as the polarized resonant
X-ray s attering [1719℄, pre ision ellipsometry and ree tometry [18; 2022℄, and advan ed polarizing miros opy [23℄, have re ently been used to determine the
detailed subphase stru tures. It is unambiguously established that the subphases between SmCA and SmC 
with three- and four-layer periodi ities are not oplanar and that their azimuthal angle dieren e between
adja ent layers onsiderably deviates from  = 0Æ
(syn lini ) or 180Æ (anti lini ) [18, 24℄. With respe t
to SmC  , a short pit h heli al stru ture was re ently
emphasized in ontrast with the previous suggestion of
its devil's stair ase hara ter.
Two oni ting appro hes have been proposed with
the important fa tor being either the ontinuous shortpit h evolution of the SmC  heli al stru ture [2529℄
or the devil's stair ase hara ter not only of the subphase emerging between SmCA and SmC but also of
SmC  itself [5, 10, 30℄. The rst one, alled the disrete, lo k, or X Y model, takes ompeting orientational intera tions between nearest- and next-nearestneighbor sme ti layers into a ount. The minimum of
the free energy then orresponds to a uniform rotation
of the tilt plane about the layer normal. The formation
of subphases with three- and four-layer periodi ities
and the ontinuous short-pit h evolution of SmC  an
be qualitatively explained by introdu ing several mu h
more ompli ated intera tions. The se ond approa h
is based on the mi ros opi Ising model with ompeting repulsive and attra tive intera tions between nearest and next-nearest neighbors. It is known that a sequen e of subphases resembling the devil's stair ase is
indeed obtained in su h a model [31, 32℄. But the Isinglike Hamiltonian an hardly be applied to sme ti liquid
rystals [7℄. Neither model an therefore appropriately
explain the fa ts experimentally observed thus far.
Prost and Bruinsma [33, 34℄ proposed a more on-

sistent model by taking long-range polarization u tuations into a ount; they tried to explain the formation
of SmC  and its devil's stair ase hara ter. This me hanism seems to be very promising and should be taken
into onsideration in a more general theory [7℄. In order to understand the sequen e of the subpahses and
their nonplanar stru tures better, further areful experimental investigations are ne essary in a variety of
ompounds and mixtures. The stru tures of the SmC 
phase in bulk samples and in thin lms were re ently
reported to be substantially dierent [35, 36℄. Stru tures without a short-pit hed helix were found above
the SmC  and SmCA phases. Another question is the
origin and behavior of the ele tri polarization in thin
lms of stru tures without the net polarization in the
bulk sample, in parti ular, in the SmCA and SmC 
phases. The lo k and Ising models predi t a dierent
behavior of spontaneous polarization as the temperature hanges: a smooth variation of the polarization
value in the lo k model and its steplike hanges at
ertain temperatures in the Ising model. Unusual behavior of antiferroele tri stru tures in the ele tri eld
was found in thin lms [37, 38℄. These stru tures possess a ferroele tri polarization: perpendi ular (PY ) to
the average dire tion of the tilt planes in odd-N lms
(where N is the number of sme ti layers) and parallel (PX ) to the average dire tion of the tilt planes in
even-N lms.
Be ause the free energy dieren e between subphases is intrinsi ally small, several interfa e ee ts
in both homogeneous and homeotropi ells disturb
the supbphase sequen e and stru tures. Free-standing
lms [39, 40℄ are most suitable for making observations
that are almost free of these ee ts. Moreover, applying
an ele tri eld an also seriously deform the stru ture.
Consequently, it is essential to study free-standing lms
by applying a su iently weak ele tri eld for ontrolling the dire tor alignment. In this paper, we present
su h an example of the dire t mi ros opi observation
and opti al ree tivity. We believe that the observed
results may ree t the bulk property to some extent,
although the interfa e ee ts must also be onsiderably
large be ause the number of sme ti layers is somewhat
small.

2. EXPERIMENT

The material studied was 4-(1-triuoromethylhepthyloxy arbonyl)phenyl 40 -o tyl-biphenyl-4- arboxylate (TFMHPBC) [5℄. Bulk TFMHPBC exhibits
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the following transition temperatures between sme ti
phases:
SmCA 74:3

ÆC

SmC  75:0

ÆC

SmA:

Two types of ells were used in opti al measurements.
For the rst type, lms were prepared in a re tangular
frame with two mobile metalli blades. For the se ond type, free-standing lms were drawn over a 4mmdiameter ir ular hole in a glass plate. Ele trodes on
four sides of the hole were used to apply an in-plane
ele tri eld. The number N of sme ti layers was determined by opti al ree tivity [39, 41℄.
Two te hniques were used for studies of the
temperature- and eld-indu ed phase transitions. The
rst one was the depolarized ree ted light mi ros opy
(DRLM) [42, 43℄. For relatively thin lms, the
ree tion intensity is proportional to (n2 1)2 [44℄,
I

/ (n2 1)2 2 N 2 d2 =2 ;

where n is the refra tion index and  is the light wavelength. The refra tion index along the tilt plane, nk , is
dierent from the refra tion index in the perpendi ular
dire tion, n0 . The DRLM allows visualizing domains
with dierent orientations of the tilt plane with respe t
to the dire tion of the ele tri polarization P. The te hnique uses a polarizer turned by 45Æ with respe t to the
ele tri eld dire tion. The dieren e between the refra tion indi es for the two main dire tions results in
an ee tive rotation of the polarization plane of the ree ted light in the dire tion of the tilt plane. In slightly
de rossed polarizers, the domains therefore look dark
or bright depending on the orientation of the tilt plane
with respe t to the dire tion of the ele tri polarization. In this method, the low intensity of the image is
ompensated by a highly ontrast pattern.
Another te hnique was used in measurements of the
linearly polarized ree tivity from the lms in ba kward geometry. In ele troopti al measurements, we
ould hange the dire tion of light polarization and the
dire tion of the ele tri eld in the plane of the lm. In
tilted sme ti phases, the lms are opti ally anisotropi
in the plane of the layers. The ree tion intensities
with the light polarization parallel (Ik ) and perpendi ular (I? ) to the dire tion of the ele teri eld were
measured. Using this te hnique, we ould determine
the orientation of the tilt plane in the lms and their
opti al anisotropy.

Fig. 1.
Temperature-indu ed transition in even-N
lms. (a) The mi ros ope image in ree tion of
an eight-layer TFMHPBC lm in the antiferroele tri
phase at 70:7 Æ C. The -dire tor is aligned parallel to
the ele tri eld. The lm appears dark with a bright
2-wall. (b ) Transition on heating (T = 75 Æ C):
the region of a phase with dierent orientations of
the -dire tor emerges. At heating, the front moves
from bottom to top of the pi ture. ( ) The state at
higher temperature with polarization perpendi ular to
the tilt plane (T = 75:7 Æ C). The ele tri eld value is
8:8 V/ m. The orientation of the polarizer (P ), the analyzer (A), and the the ele tri eld is shown in Fig. 1 .
The horizontal size of ea h photograph is 370m

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the geomety used for imaging, SmCA lms with
an even number of layers look as a dark eld with
842
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two bright lines in the regions where 2 -walls exist
(Fig. 1a). Films have the polarization PX parallel to
the tilt plane, and the -dire tor (the proje tion of n on
the lm plane [3℄) is parallel to the verti al axis. A ross
the 2 -wall, the -dire tor rotates by the angle 2 ; as
a result, regions with a nearly horizontal orientation
of the -dire tor in 2 -walls look as two bright narrow
lines. In mi ros opi investigations, we hose regions of
the lms with 2 -walls. In these regions, it is easiest to
judge on the orientation of the -dire tor with respe t
to the ele tri eld dire tion. Heating to 75 Æ C leads
to the appearan e of a new phase (Fig. 1b). In spite of
a small tilt angle, the phase boundary and the phases
themselves are easily visualized in lms using DRLM
above the bulk transition temperature. A transformation of the DRLM pi ture (dark 2 -walls in the bright
eld, Fig. 1b, ) shows that the dire tion of the polarization with respe t to the -dire tor is drasti ally
dierent from that in the low-temperature state. The
transition may be aused either by a substantial hange
of the relative orientation of tilt planes in neighboring
layers or by the temperature variation of relative values
of the polarizations PX and PY and the rotation of the
-dire tor of the lm in the ele tri eld. The existen e
of a sharp boundary and the behavior of 2 -walls near
it show that the transition is not aused by a smooth
temperature de rease of the PX omponent of the polarization with respe t to the PY one. In that ase, the
transition front would be blurred and the regions of 2 walls with the horizontal orientation of the -dire tor
ould smoothly turn into a new oriented state.
In lms with an odd number of layers, we also observed the transition to a new stru ture (Fig. 2). A
transformation of the DRLM pi ture indi ates the transition from the stru ture with the polarization PY perpendi ular to the tilt plane to a stru ture with the
dominant polarization PX . Thus, lms having polarizations of dierent types in the SmCA phase (PY in
odd-N lms and PX in even-N lms) after the transition also possess dierent polarization dire tions in
the plane of the layers (PY in even-N lms and PX in
odd-N lms). We observed su h a behavior in all investigated lms with the thi kness from three to more
than twenty layers. But the transition temperatures
strongly depend on the lm thi kness (in a three-layer
lm, the transition o urs at about 85 Æ C). Figures 1b
and 2b show two realizing possibilities for the oexisten e of 2 -walls and the boundary of two phases. In
the antiferroele tri phase, the 2 -walls are either ontinued into the new phase (Fig. 1b) or split into walls
that are lo alized near the boundary as in Fig. 2b.
In lms with N > 10, we found an in rease of the

Fig. 2. Temperature-indu ed transition in odd-N lms.
(a) The opti al mi ros ope pi ture of a nine-layer
TFMHPBC lm in ree tion in the low-temperature
(antiferroele tri ) phase (T = 70:4 Æ C). In the odd-N
lm, the -dire tor is oriented along the horizontal axis.
The lm is bright with dark 2 -walls. (b ) On heating to
75 Æ C, the lm undergoes a transition to the phase with
the polarization parallel to the tilt plane. This phase appears in the lower part of the photograph. ( ) The lm
after the transition. The entire lm appears dark with
a bright 2 -wall. The ele tri eld value is 7:5 V/ m.
The horizontal size of ea h photograph is 420 m
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States with the polarizations parallel and perpendi ular to the tilt plane in a twelve-layer lm are observed as regions
with dierent brightness levels. A sample with a temperature gradient was used for this observation. The left part of the
lm orresponds to the temperature about 74 Æ C and the right part to the temperature about 76 Æ C. In region 1, the lm is
 phase. In regions 24, states with dierent orientations of the tilt plane exist. These states an be aligned by
in the SmCA
the ele tri eld. The narrow stripe between regions 2 and 3 is a line defe t lo alized at the boundary of the states. The
horizontal size of the image is 610 m, E = 10 V/ m

Fig. 3.

number of stru tures above the SmCA phase. These
stru tures an be simultaneously observed in a sample
with a temperature gradient. An image of su h a lm
is shown in Fig. 3. The temperature in reases from left
to right. In the left part of the Figure, the lm is in
the SmCA phase 1. In regions 24, the sample is in
dierent states with dierent dire tions of the polarization. This is learly seen from measurements of the
opti al ree tivity from a lm for two dire tions of the
light polarization, perpendi ular (I? ) and parallel (Ik )
to the ele tri eld dire tion. Figure 4 shows the results
of su h measurements for an eighteen-layer lm. In the
SmCA phase (Fig. 4a), I? < Ik , whi h implies that
the polarization is parallel to the tilt plane. The same
polarization dire tion is observed in state 3 (Fig. 4 ).
In states 2 and 4 (Fig. 4b, d), I? > Ik , whi h indiates that the tilt plane is perpendi ular to the ele tri
eld dire tion and to the lm polarization. The sequen e of transitions from state 1 to state 4 therefore
o urs with the hange of the polarization dire tion.
These measurements also provide information about
opti al anisotropy of the lms. This enables us to answer one of the main questions: do short-pit h heli al

stru tures emerge above the SmCA phase? Formation
of the short-pit hed azimuthal helix with the pit h of
the order of or less than the lm thi kness should lead
to a substantial de rease of the ree tion anisotropy
I? =Ik 1 . In su h a nearly opti ally uniaxial stru ture, the anisotropy an o ur be ause the lm thi kness is not a multiple of the half-pit h. But the magnitude of the anisotropy in short-pit hed stru tures must
be several times smaller than before the transition from
the SmCA phase. A smooth de rease in I? =Ik 1 in
Fig. 4bd is due to a well-known de rease in the mole ular tilt angle on heating. We found that I? =Ik 1
hanges its sign as the result of transitions, but the
absolute value hanges only insigni antly. Therefore,
even in relatively thi k lms (Fig. 4), transitions o ur
into stru tures without a short pit h. At high temperatures, state 4 (Figs. 3 and 4) an be swit hed to the
state with the longitudinal polarization by de reasing
the ele tri eld value.
Four pi tures in Fig. 5 demonstrate the behavior of
an eight-layer lm at high temperatures. In the low
eld, the lm is in the state with the polarization parallel to the tilt plane (the bright 2 -wall in a dark eld,
844
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units

a

b

27.5
27.0

d

28.0
27.5
27.0

I⊥

Ik

I⊥

Ik

Opti al ree tivity from an eighteen-layer lm
for two dire tions of the light polarization: perpendi ular (I?) and parallel (Ik ) to the ele tri eld. A se
quen e of four states was observed: the SmCA
phase

in state 1 (a) and states 24 (bd) above the SmCA
phase. Transitions between these states o ur with the
hange of the dire tion of the ele tri polarization. The
tilt plane of mole ules is oriented parallel to the ele tri eld and polarization (I? < Ik ) in states 1 and 3
(a and ). In states 2 and 4 (b, d), the tilt plane is
oriented perpendi ular to the ele tri eld and polariza phase, the measurements
tion (I? > Ik ). In the SmCA
were made near the temperature T0 of the transition
to state 2, su h that T0 T = 0:3 Æ C; to states 2
4, orrespondingly, at T0 + 0:15 Æ C, T0 + 0:2 Æ C, and
T0 +1:1 Æ C. The data were obtained at the ele tri eld
value 35 V/ m

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5a). The in rease of the eld indu es the appearan e of the stru ture with the polarization perpendi ular to the tilt plane (Fig. 5b, ). The swit hing ele tri
eld Es is more than three orders of magnitude smaller
than the eld indu ing the anti lini syn lini transition in the SmCA phase at low temperatures. Su h
a small value of Es is due to the small tilt angle of
the mole ules. Seemingly, the hange of interlayer organization (anti lini syn lini or vi e versa) o urs in
only several layers. This eld-indu ed transition is reversible and the de reasing eld returns the lm to its
initial state (Fig. 5d). It is worth mentioning that su h
a behavior at high temperatures is observed in lms of
all thi knesses investigated, is independent of the lm
oddity, and is similar to the behavior of lms without
the SmC  phase with a large value of the layer polarization [45, 46℄.
The number of transitions aused by heating depends on the lm thi kness, its oddity, and the value
of the ele tri eld. In thin odd-N lms, one transition is observed in the low eld and two in the high

eld. Thin even-N lms undergo two transitions in the
low eld and only one in the high eld. The rossover
from low to high eld is determined by the value of Es ,
depends on the lm thi kness, and typi ally o urs at
about 10 V/ m. In thi ker lms (N > 10), the number
of transitions o uring with heating is in reased. For
odd-N antiferroele tri lms, it is odd (even) in the low
(high) ele tri eld. For even-N lms, the number of
transitions is even (odd) in the low (high) ele tri eld.
A simpler situation is expe ted in lms with the lowtemperature ferroele tri phase: an odd (even) number
of transitions in the low (high) ele tri eld in both
odd-N and even-N lms. As already mentioned, this
is the ase for ompounds with a high layer polarization. For lms with a small layer polarization in whi h
the polarization of the high-temperature ground state
is perpendi ular to the tilt plane [45℄, the number of
transitions is opposite to that des ribed above.
Film surfa es an inuen e the stru ture of the lm
and phase transitions in dierent ways. The presen e
of a surfa e breaks the symmetry existing in bulk samples. For layers near the surfa e, the nearest and nextnearest interlayer intera tions are realized only on one
side (only on the side of the lm). The missing interlayer intera tion near the surfa e an inuen e both
the modulus  and the phase  of the order parameter.
Symmetry breaking in antiferroele tri lms must lead
to a smaller magnitude of the polar angle  and to the
low-temperature shift of phase transitions with respe t
to the bulk sample [47℄. The se ond ee t is related
to the existen e of the surfa e as a physi al boundary between two media. In liquid rystals, this ee t
mainly manifests itself through the surfa e tension and
the suppression of the layer displa ement u tuations
at free surfa es that in rease the modulus of the order
parameter (surfa e freezing) and the phase transitions
temperatures. To the best of our knowledge, the dire t
inuen e of the surfa e tension on the phase  of the
order parameter and suppression of the sme ti -layer
u tuations have not been onsidered theoreti ally or
observed experimentally. Presently, it is still debated
whi h of the above ee ts prevails for antiferroele tri
liquid rystals [47, 48℄. The existen e of a tilted stru ture above the bulk transition temperature to the SmA
phase and a high-temperature shift of the phase transitions in thin lms show that in antiferroele tri lms,
as in ferroele tri ones, the surfa e freezing ee t dominates. In strong surfa e freezing onditions, the most
distin tive feature of the lm is that the prole of 
is essentially inhomogeneous a ross the lm. Above
but near the temperature of the bulk transition to the
SmC  phase, the modulus of the order parameter on
845
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An example of the eld-indu ed transition at a high temperature in an eight-layer TFMHPBC lm. (a) At the low
ele tri eld 4 V/ m, the lm is in the state with the polarization parallel to the tilt plane. The -dire tor is aligned in the
verti al dire tion (dark ba kground with a bright 2 -wall). (b ) When the eld is in reased to 19 V/ m, the region of the
high-eld state with the polarization perpendi ular to the tilt plane emerges as a bright one. This region gradually lls the
entire lm. The front is moving from the left to the right side of the image. ( ) The lm in the high-eld state. (d) When
the ele tri eld is de reased to 4 V/ m, the lm returns to the low-eld state. T = 78:8 Æ C. The horizontal size of ea h
image in about 300 m
Fig. 5.

the surfa e ex eeds that in the bulk sample. At the
same time, the tilt is smaller in the interior of the lm;
at some temperature, it orresponds to the value at
whi h transitions with a hange of  o ur in the bulk
sample. In thin lms, only few interior layers an undergo the transition. In thi k lms, the onditions for a
hange of  arise in a greater number of layers and the
number of possible stru tures with the syn lini and
anti lini tilt is in reased. This is related to observed
in rease in the number of transitions in thi ker lms.
For the SmCA stru ture, the appearan e of the polarization PY perpendi ular to the tilt plane PY in oddN lms and the polarization PX parallel to the tilt
plane in even-N lms is related to dierent symmetries with respe t to the enter of the lm [37℄. Similar

symmetry onsiderations apply to lms onsisting of
syn lini and anti lini pairs. The hange of the number of pairs with syn lini and anti lini tilts by one
an lead to the transition from the PY net polarization to the PX one and vi e versa. In even-N lms,
this reorientation of the tilt an o ur with the formation of a symmetri or antisymmetri stru ture with
respe t to the enter of the lm, and a ordingly, to
the PX or PY net polarization. In odd-N lms, formation of a syn lini pair destroys the symmetry with
respe t to the enter of the lm. In su h lms, the PX
or PY polarization an dominate. Transition to the PX
polarization with the appearan e of a symmetri stru ture is possible when the mole ular tilt be omes zero in
the entral layer of the odd-N lm. We mention that
846
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in this ase, the de rease of the mole ular tilt angle in
the enter of the lm o urs gradually, be ause we did
not observe a substantial de rease of anisotropy in thin
lms at transitions with the hange of the -dire tor
orientation.
Two reasons may be responsible for the formation
of a oplanar stru ture in lms above the SmCA phase.
At low temperatures, the ondition for the reorientation of the tilt planes arises only in the entral part
of the lm be ause of surfa e freezing, whi h prevents
the formation of a short-pit h stru ture. The se ond
reason is related to pe uliarities of u tuations of  in
SmA lms [47℄. In the bulk sample, sinusoidal u tuations in perpendi ular planes an assemble with an
arbitrary phase shift, whi h leads to oplanar, ir ular or ellipsoidal u tuations and to possibilities of the
formation of tilted pit h stru tures at a se ond-order
transition. As pointed out in [47℄, unlike in the bulk
sample, two u tuation modes have the same or the
opposite phases in lms be ause of the symmetry with
respe t to the enter of the lm, whi h leads to only
oplanar u tuations and to the transition to oplanar tilted stru tures. Coplanar stru tures in thin lms
may also ree t the interlayer mole ular organization in
thi k lms. In opti al experiments [2022℄ in the range
of the SmC  phase, the lms possess opti al anisotropy
and polarization. These may not only be related to
surfa e ee ts but also be an indi ation of a distorted
stair ase hara ter of the SmC  phase in thi k freestanding lms.
In summary, using depolarized light mi ros opy
and polarized ree tivity, we observed oplanar
stru tures in free-standing lms above the SmCA
phase. The number of transitions depends on the lm
thi kness, its oddity, and the value of the ele tri eld.
Temperature- and eld-indu ed transitions o ur as
the dire tion of the ele tri polarization hanges with
respe t to the tilt plane.
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